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Abstract
Personalized image caption, a natural extension of the standard image caption task, requires to generate brief image descriptions tailored for users’ writing style and traits, and is
more practical to meet users’ real demands. Only a few recent studies shed light on this crucial task and learn static user
representations to capture their long-term literal-preference.
However, it is insufficient to achieve satisfactory performance due to the intrinsic existence of not only long-term
user literal-preference, but also short-term literal-preference
which is associated with users’ recent states. To bridge this
gap, we develop a novel multimodal hierarchical transformer
network (MHTN) for personalized image caption in this paper. It learns short-term user literal-preference based on users’
recent captions through a short-term user encoder at the low
level. And at the high level, the multimodal encoder integrates target image representations with short-term literalpreference, as well as long-term literal-preference learned
from user IDs. These two encoders enjoy the advantages of
the powerful transformer networks. Extensive experiments on
two real datasets show the effectiveness of considering two
types of user literal-preference simultaneously and better performance over the state-of-the-art models.

Introduction
Inspired by the success of learning multi-modal representations in recent years, image caption (Karpathy and Li 2015;
Xu et al. 2015) has become a hotspot for scientific and industrial exploration, aiming at generating natural language
descriptions for target images. It finds a wide range of applications such as the reduction of heavy manual cost of writing descriptions for tens of thousands of images and the promotion of visual understanding for machines. Typically, the
pipeline for this task involves the following two most fundamental components: a visual understanding module (e.g.,
convolutional neural network (Krizhevsky, Sutskever, and
Hinton 2012)) and a language-oriented decoder (e.g., recurrent neural network (RNN) (Mikolov et al. 2010)).
Despite the remarkable progress in the traditional image
caption task, there is an intrinsic limitation that the gener∗
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Figure 1: The sketch of personalized image caption with
multimodal hierarchical transformer and users’ recent captions. The two real examples are gotten from Instagram.
ated captions are not tailored for individual users. In other
words, through the above pipeline, the generated caption of
the same image keeps always the same for different users
who would like to manually write the captions or mark their
lives with photo annotation. Actually, each user has its own
literal-preference depending on different writing styles and
user states. For example, as shown in Figure 1, the two images are much the same, with strawberries in a plate. However, the captions provided by User 1 and User 2 are apparently different, for User 1 has an objective statement of his
breakfast, while user 2 expresses his love to strawberries.
As such, it is more practical to conduct personalized image
caption to meet users’ real demands.
Regarding to this task, only a few pioneering studies investigate the impact of user literal-preference in generating
effective personalized captions (Park, Kim, and Kim 2017;
Wang et al. 2018; Long, Yang, and Xu 2019; Shuster et al.
2019; Park, Kim, and Kim 2019). They rely on users’ active vocabularies and self-descriptions (e.g., tags), as well as
their unique IDs to learn latent user representations. They
are further integrated with visual representations to generate
final captions. Since the user representations are associated

with each user’s static characteristics, they are deemed to be
able to capture long-term user literal-preference, resulting in
improvements over traditional models without considering
user personality.
However, we argue that only using the long-term representation is insufficient to achieve satisfactory performance
due to the intrinsic existence of both long- and short-term
user literal-preference (see Table 1 and Figure 2 for verification). On the one hand, long-term literal-preference commonly reflects a user’s personal writing style and its active
vocabulary. On the other hand, it is intuitive that a user’s
recent state will impact his short-term literal-preference,
which in turn affects the image caption to be given. Taking
a real example from our datasets for illustration. A user first
posted an image with the caption “wedding time good luck”
and several hours later, he delivered another image with the
caption “wedding breakfast”. It is obvious that the second
image caption depends on the first caption due to the user’s
specific state. As a result, it is promising to consider the two
types of literal-preference into a unified model.
To this end, we develop a novel multimodal hierarchical transformer network (MHTN) for personalized image
caption (see Figure 1). It is partially inspired by the powerful transformer network (Vaswani et al. 2017) which can
model the complex dependencies among different elements
and acquire contextualized representations for each of them.
In particular, we first learn to encode users’ recent captions
through a short-term user encoder at the low level of MHTN,
followed by a user-guided attention to obtain the short-term
representation of user literal-preference. Afterwards, at the
high level, another multimodal encoder is applied to jointly
model user short-term representations and target image representation, as well as long-term user representations of
literal-preference encoded by user IDs. The contextualized
multimodal representations are finally utilized to generate
target image captions through a transformer decoder. By this
way, our model augments the original transformer network
with the ability to encode short-term literal-preference, as
well as to capture the multimodal interactions among user
ID, text, and image in the task.
We summarize the contributions of this paper as follows:
(1) To our best knowledge, we are the first to address
the joint learning of both long- and short-term user literalpreference in the personalized image caption task.
(2) We devise a novel multimodal hierarchical transformer network to encode the two types of literal-preference,
as well as to combine target image representation.
(3) We conduct extensive experiments on two publicly
available datasets, demonstrating our MHTN achieves the
best performance in image caption and the benefit of learning the two types of literal-preference.

Related Work
In this section, we briefly review the literature from the following two aspects, image caption and personalized content
generation.
Image caption. Image caption has been a long-standing
task which involves both textual and visual modalities, thus

attracting researchers from both natural language processing and computer vision communities. Some previous studies (Jia, Salzmann, and Darrell 2011; Kuznetsova et al.
2012) formulate image caption as a retrieval task by searching similar images in the database and their corresponding
captions are taken as the captions of query images. Another
line of researches (Farhadi et al. 2010; Kulkarni et al. 2011;
Lu et al. 2018) focuses on utilizing basic templates to fill the
words relevant to the images. Recent studies have shown that
deep neural networks with an encoder-decoder framework
are effective and flexible in image caption task (Karpathy
and Li 2015; Xu et al. 2015), which is motivated by the success in machine translation (Cho et al. 2014). In addition, to
overcome the exposure bias (Ranzato et al. 2016) suffered
in the decoding stage, techniques like reinforcement learning have been leveraged (Rennie et al. 2017).
Despite much progress in general image caption, personalized image caption, which is more practical to meet users’
real demands, did not received attention until the recent
several years. The pioneering studies (Park, Kim, and Kim
2017; 2019) address the personalized image caption task by
incorporating each user’s active vocabularies into memory
networks to capture their writing styles. Since users might
be associated with self-annotated tags, (Wang et al. 2018)
regards these tags as the reflection of users’ preference to
captions. (Shuster et al. 2019) specifies 215 different personality traits to characterize each user and makes the caption generation dependent on them. However, descriptions
of users, including user tags and personality traits, might
not always exist in every scenario. An alternative is to learn
user representations based on user IDs to denote user latent preference (Long, Yang, and Xu 2019). However, all
of the above approaches only learn user static representations to capture the long-term literal-preference, motivateing
this work to simultaneously consider both long- and shortterm literal-preference which is learned based on users’ recent captions and thus is dynamic over time.
Personalized content generation. In the era of usergenerated content, automatically generating personalized
content has incurred great interest and gotten a thriving development. The researches (Li et al. 2017; 2019) couple the
two tasks of personalized rating score prediction (Zhang et
al. 2016) and tip generation to benefit each other. (Zhou et
al. 2017) generates reviews given user and item factors, as
well as sentiment polarity. (Li et al. 2016) also learns from
user IDs to incorporate personalization into dialogue generation. (Zeng et al. 2019) utilizes user descriptions such
as age and gender to generate social media comments. In
addition to the above text generation which commonly has
a similar encoder-decoder framework (Sutskever, Vinyals,
and Le 2014), (Lin et al. 2019) investigate the personalized
fashion generation by generating images through a deconvolutional neural network (Zeiler, Taylor, and Fergus 2011).
(Wang, Zhang, and He 2019) synthesizes continuous states
and medication dosages of patients with generative adversarial networks. Although the above studies share some spirits
with personalized image caption, their problem settings are
not exactly the same. Moreover, the short-term user preference is overlooked to some extent by these studies as well.

Preliminaries
We now give the basic notations and formulation of the personalized image caption problem, followed by a real data
analysis to verify the motivation of considering both longand short-term user literal-preference.

Problem Formulation
Assume we have a set of image-caption-user tuples (posts),
i.e., D = {(Ii , Ci , Ui )}M
i=1 , where M is the total size of
the set. Ii is the raw pixel input of the i-th image. Ci is
the caption of the image which contains a list of one-hot
encoding of words from a predefined vocabulary V, i.e.,
i
Ci = {w1i , · · · , wL
} where Li is the length of the caption.
i
Ui consists of two parts, i.e., Ui = {ui , CiU }, where ui is the
one-hot encoding of the corresponding user ID and CiU covers one or more of the user’s recently posted captions, which
is utilized for modeling short-term user literal-preference.
Given the above formulations, the goal of personalized
image caption is to learn a model: f(I∗ , U∗ ) → C∗ , which
can generate a caption for any given target image (*) with a
specified user. In what follows, we empirically demonstrate
the existence of both long- and short-term literal-preference.

Data Verification of Long- and Short-term
Literal-preference
We have two real datasets (Park, Kim, and Kim 2019) which
come from Instagram and Flickr, respectively. They are
named as Instagram and YFCC100M for short.
We first show the existence of user long-term literalpreference by comparing the text similarities of captions belonging to the same user and captions of different users.
In particular, each caption is represented by a commonly
adopted term frequency−inverse document frequency (TFIDF) based vector. Given this, we define intra-user caption
similarity as the average cosine similarity of the TF-IDF
based vectors for a single user, and inter-user caption similarity as the average cosine similarity for different users. As
shown in Table 1, the degrees of intra-user caption similarity
are obviously greater than those of inter-user caption similarity. Since the above similarity calculation covers a long
time interval, the comparison shows that each user has its
own long-term literal preference.
Table 1: Caption similarity analysis
Instagram
YFCC100M

User-intra caption similarity
0.0225
0.0450

User-inter caption similarity
0.0086
0.0055

In each user caption set, we sort the captions in a chronological order and further calculate the average caption similarity w.r.t. the number of position interval between two
captions. This is an in-depth analysis of caption similarity
by considering the temporal information in similarity computation. The results in Figure 1 depict an interesting phenomenon that as the position interval gets larger, the caption similarity becomes smaller, with a dramatic decline in
the first several position intervals. This consistent observation on the two datasets indicates that even for the same

Figure 2: Caption similarity w.r.t. different number of intervals.
user, the captions have an intrinsic regularity of similarity
change. Consequently, we can draw a conclusion that the
current caption of a user is more relevant to his recent captions, demonstrating the existence of short-term user literalpreference.
The above analysis motivates our study of incorporating
long- and short-term literal-preference into personalized image caption. Specifically, user IDs are leveraged to learn
long-term user literal-preference and users’ recently generated captions are employed to encode short-term user literalpreference.

Proposed Approach
We present multimodal hierarchical transformer network to
consolidate the textual and visual modalities, as well as the
long- and short-term user literal-preference. The model consists of an input representation module, a hierarchical transformer encoder, and a transformer decoder. The input representation module involves the encoding of target images,
words in users’ recent captions, and user IDs. Transformer
encoder hierarchically encodes short-term literal preference
and multimodal representations. The transformer decoder is
employed for generating captions as usual. In what follows,
we take the image-caption-user tuple (Ii , Ci , Ui ) as an example to illustrate the details of our approach.

Input Representation
Image feature extraction We adopt 101-layer
ResNet (He et al. 2016) pretrained on the ImageNet
dataset as our feature extractor to obtain image feature as
follows:
ii = WI CNN(Ii ),
(1)
where CNN returns the pool5 feature of RestNet, following (Park, Kim, and Kim 2017). WI is used to convert the
output to the multimodal embedding space, with the dimension K = 512.
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[SEP]
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Figure 3: The input embeddings of short-term user encoder.
Hybrid Word Embedding As shown in Figure 3, we employ three types of embeddings to represent each word wj
in CiU , wherein the first two types are commonly used. To
be specific, the first type is standard word embedding ob= EW wj ,
tained through a look-up operation, i.e., eW
j
W
where E is an embedding matrix. The second type is the
positional encoding based on sine and cosine functions proOS
posed in (Vaswani et al. 2017), which we denote as eP
j
correspondingly.
Since the words might come from different captions
which were posted at different time, we propose temporal
embedding to characterize the time interval. The intuition
behind temporal embeddings is hoping to learn to concentrate more on the captions which were posted more recently.
In particular, we empirically set a time interval threshold set
as T = {10min, 30min, 2h, 6h, 1d, 3d, 6d, 10d, 1month,
3month, +∞}, wherein each threshold is associated with a
temporal embedding eT to be learned. A specific time interval is represented by the closest threshold larger than it. We
have also tried other similar settings for the threshold set and
found the results are close.
Finally, for a given word, its input representation is constructed by summing the above three types of embeddings,
denoted as êW . And all the word representations in CiU comK×|CiU |
pose an input embedding sequence ÊW
, which
i ∈ R
is later fed into short-term user encoder. It is worth noting
that for transformer decoder, the input word representation
matrix ĒW decoded in previous steps only involves the first
two types of embeddings.
Long-term user representation Users who post their
captions online are typically associated with user IDs. We
aim to leverage the IDs to learn static user representations to
capture their long-term literal-preference in image caption.
We define a user embedding matrix EU . And the long-term
user representation is then obtained through a look-up operL
ation as well, i.e., eU
= EU ui .
i

Hierarchical Transformer Encoder
Hierarchical transformer encoder is composed of a low-level
short-term user encoder and a high-level multimodal encoder.
Short-term user encoder We first adopt transformer encoder to model the dependencies between different words
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Figure 4: The architecture of multimodal hierarchical transformer network.
in the user’s recent captions, which is beneficial for obtaining contextualized word representations. Specifically, multihead attention (Vaswani et al. 2017) is used, where each
header associates all positions in the word sequence with the
weighted combination of input word embeddings. Formally,
it is defined as follows:
Hm (ÊW
i ) = softmax

Q W >
K W 
(Wm
Êi ) (Wm
Êi )
>
V
p
ÊW
· (Wm
i ) ,
K/M
(2)

Q
,
where M is number of headers and m ∈ {1, · · · , M}. Wm
K/M×K
V
K
) correspond to the trainable
Wm , and Wm ( ∈ R
parameters of query, key, and value, respectively. The representations from each header is fused to form a multi-header
based representation as follows:
W
W >
MH(ÊW
i ) = MLP([H1 (Êi ); · · · ; HM (Êi )] ),

(3)

where MLP denotes a multi-layer perceptron for linear
transformation and [ ; ] indicates a row-wise concatenation. Furthermore, residual connection, layer norm (LN),
and MLP are combined together to get the contextualized
word embeddings as follows:

W
W
W
ÊW
(4)
1i = LN Êi + MLP(LN(Êi + MH(Êi ))) ,
where ÊW
1i denotes the output of the first transformer encoder. In practice, the transformer encoder could be stacked
L times and finally the output word embedding matrix is
represented as ÊW
Li .
To learn short-term user representation, we introduce a
simple user-guided attention mechanism over ÊW
Li . That is,
we leverage user long-term representation as a query to
U
attend each word embedding ÊW
Lij (j ∈ {1, · · · , |Ci |}).

Specifically, the attention weight for each word is given as:

AT T U L
AT T W
αj = softmax ω > tanh(WU
ei + WW
ÊLij + b) ,
(5)
AT T
AT T
where WU
and WW
are matrix parameters, while ω
and b are vector parameters. After that, the short-term user
representation is encoded as,
|CiU |
S
eU
=
i

X

αj ÊW
Lij .

(6)

j=1

Multimodal encoder The multimodal encoder takes user
long- and short-term representations, as well as image representation as input, and adopts another transformer encoder
to model their inter-modal interaction. A multimodal embedding matrix is first formed based on the column-wise
UL US
concatenation EM
i = [ei , ei , ii ]. In a similar way as described in Equation 2, 3, and 4, we obtain a contextualized
multimodal embedding matrix, i.e., EM
Li , where the encoder
is also stacked L times, without loss of generality.

Caption Generation and Training
In caption generation, the transformer decoder develops a
masked self-attention operation to ensure the word generation for position j to be only influenced by the generated
words before this position. In multimodal attention of the
decoder, the obtained multimodal embedding matrix is employed as key and value, and the output word embedding
is regarded as query. This ensures that the word generation
is directly affected by both long- and short-term user representations, as well as target image representations. The
training target of our model is to maximize the likelihood
of generating true descriptions for images in the dataset D.
We leave the incorporation of other training methods such
as reinforcement learning as future work.

Experiments
Experimental Setup
Datasets As aforementioned, we have Instagram and
YFCC100M based on the InstaPIC-1.1M dataset and the
YFCC100M benchmark dataset respectively (Park, Kim,
and Kim 2019). Since the original InstaPIC-1.1M dataset
has not stored the time information of each post, we crawl
the raw data of the posts from the website via each user name
appearing in the dataset. For both datasets, we follow (Park,
Kim, and Kim 2019) to remove duplicate posts and lengthy
captions. To prevent models from peeking users’ future literal preference, we sort all posts of each user in a chronological order. We split the two datasets by taking the first 85%
posts as training sets, then 5% of posts as validation sets, and
the last 10% of posts as test sets. The main statistics of the
two datasets are summarized in Table 2.
Implementation details We tune the hyper-parameters
of all adopted models by their performance on validation
datasets for a fair comparison. To train the MHTN model,
we use the Adam optimizer with α = 0.9, β = 0.999,  =
1 × 10−8 , and the batch size to be 100. We set the dropout

Table 2: Statistics of the datasets.

Data
Instagram
YFCC100M

Post
363,656
353,259

User
2,888
5,868

Time Span
2010-2016
2004-2014

Vocab. Size
40,000
40,000

ratio to 0.1 for intermediate layers. We also apply label
smoothing (Szegedy et al. 2016) with factor of 0.1 to our
training procedure. Gradient clipping is used with the range
[−0.1, 0.1]. The hyper-parameters of transformer are N =
6, M = 8, K = 512. The default number of recent posts
considered by our model is set to 5.
Following (Park, Kim, and Kim 2017), we report the caption generation results by decoding each position with the
most likely word for all approaches. Beam search with different small sizes are also conducted and similar conclusions w.r.t. performance comparison can be drawn. Due to
the space limitation, we do not report these results.
Baselines The involved baselines are as follows:
1NN-IM, 1NN-Usr, and 1NN-UsrIM (Park, Kim, and
Kim 2017): They are retrieval based baselines by taking the
captions of the nearest training image and nearest user as
generated captions.
ShowTell (Vinyals et al. 2015): ShowTell is a pioneering
encoder-decoder based model for generating captions with
an RNN decoder.
ShowAttTell (Xu et al. 2015): ShowAttTell incorporates
a visual attention computation to capture the importance of
each image region in word decoding.
Transformer (Vaswani et al. 2017): We take the image
representation by outputing of the last convolutional layer of
101-layer ResNet with the size 196 × 2048, as the input of
transformer encoder.
Attend2u (Park, Kim, and Kim 2017): Attend2u is the
first model for personalized image caption by modeling a
user’s active vocabulary as its memory context.
CDPIC (Long, Yang, and Xu 2019): This model utilizes
user IDs and takes their frequently used words as context,
and also adopts an RNN based encoder-decoder framework.
EICP (Shuster et al. 2019): The one-hot encoding of personality is used in EICP with the UPDOWN (Anderson et
al. 2018) strategy for image caption. To ensure fairness, we
regard user ID as user personality, and only use top-down attention since bottom-up attention involves image region box
detection which is out the scope of this paper.

Experimental Results
Model comparison Table 3 mainly presents the caption generation performance on the two adopted datasets
by MHTN and compared models. The evaluation metrics
include language similarity metrics (BLEU, CIDEr, METEOR, and ROUGE-L) and the tailored image caption performance metric (SPICE). The retrieval based models in
the first part of the table perform poorly compared with
other generative models. In the second part where all models
do not consider personalization, Transformer outperforms
ShowTell and ShowAttTell, showing its good modeling capability in image caption. The three baselines in the third

Table 3: Evaluation results by our model and compared models on the Instagram and YFCC100M datasets.
Methods
1NN-Im
1NN-Usr
1NN-UsrIm
ShowTell
ShowAttTell
Transformer
Attend2u
CDPIC
EICP
MHTN
Methods
1NN-Im
1NN-Usr
1NN-UsrIm
ShowTell
ShowAttTell
Transformer
Attend2u
CDPIC
EICP
MHTN

BLEU1

BLEU2

BLEU3

BLEU4

0.026
0.042
0.037
0.055
0.049
0.060
0.065
0.057
0.062
0.093

0.001
0.008
0.008
0.016
0.015
0.019
0.020
0.020
0.023
0.036

0.000
0.002
0.002
0.006
0.005
0.008
0.008
0.009
0.011
0.017

0.000
0.001
0.001
0.002
0.003
0.004
0.004
0.005
0.006
0.010

BLEU1

BLEU2

BLEU3

BLEU4

0.046
0.038
0.042
0.070
0.079
0.082
0.076
0.101
0.117
0.145

0.014
0.009
0.010
0.024
0.032
0.036
0.025
0.053
0.066
0.091

0.005
0.003
0.003
0.010
0.017
0.020
0.010
0.034
0.044
0.066

0.003
0.002
0.001
0.001
0.011
0.013
0.004
0.024
0.032
0.053

Instagram
CIDEr METEOR
0.011
0.021
0.018
0.045
0.056
0.079
0.076
0.080
0.094
0.125

0.009
0.020
0.019
0.020
0.021
0.026
0.026
0.024
0.028
0.042

YFCC100M
CIDEr METEOR

part behave better in most of the metrics, indicating the necessity of considering personality in achieving good caption performance. By comparing our model MHTN with the
other baselines, we can see consistent and significant improvements. Specifically, the improvements of MHTN over
state-of-the-art approach EICP are statistically significant,
from 0.094 to 0.125 by CIDEr on Instagram and from 0.047
to 0.059 by SPICE on YFCC100M. Since EICP also learns
from user IDs and uses advanced attention mechanism for
encoder-decoder modeling, the comparison with EICP reveals our improvements are attributed to the advantage of
encoding short-term user literal-preference and the powerful hierarchical multimodal transformer architecture.
In addition, the right region of Table 3 shows the average running time of MHTN and several other baselines w.r.t.
training (Time-TR) and testing (Time-TE) on each batch
data. The number of training epochs needed to converge is
similar for them. We find MHTN runs faster than EICP and
Transformer but slower than ShowTell. In total, the training
of MHTN can be completed in less than 18 hours with only
1 GPU, which is feasible for these image caption datasets.
Ablation study We conduct ablation experiments to further verify the contribution of individual component design
in our model. In particular, we consider the following variants: 1) “w/o Temporal Emb.” removes temporal embedding
from the hybrid input embeddings of short-term user encoder; 2) “w/o Image” does not input target image; 3) “w/o
Long-term User Rep.” removes the long-term user representation; 4) “w/o Short-term User Rep.” removes short-term
user encoder; and 5) “RNN+Transformer” replaces transformer based short-term user encoder with time-aware RNN
based encoder which also considers temporal embedding to
get the short-term user representation.

0.057
0.018
0.016
0.069
0.101
0.138
0.075
0.205
0.263
0.408

0.017
0.012
0.012
0.021
0.024
0.029
0.029
0.037
0.044
0.063

ROUGE-L

SPICE

Time-TR

Time-TE

0.026
0.038
0.034
0.061
0.063
0.070
0.069
0.071
0.078
0.089

0.005
0.004
0.003
0.009
0.014
0.019
0.013
0.020
0.022
0.025

—
—
—
0.22s
—
0.89s
—
—
0.86s
0.56s

—
—
—
0.15s
—
0.91s
—
—
0.88s
0.58s

ROUGE-L

SPICE

Time-TR

Time-TE

0.042
0.032
0.032
0.064
0.078
0.085
0.083
0.100
0.112
0.133

0.002
0.004
0.004
0.016
0.026
0.032
0.017
0.042
0.047
0.059

—
—
—
0.22s
—
0.89s
—
—
0.86s
0.55s

—
—
—
0.15s
—
0.91s
—
—
0.89s
0.58s

Table 4 shows the results of MHTN and its variants. From
a whole perspective, temporal embedding makes less contribution than other components, but still make a positive
contribution on the two datasets. Moreover, the performance
degradation of “w/o Image” reveals the visual content is
an indispensable component in personalized image caption,
which confirms to intuition. By further comparing MHTN
with “w/o Long-term User Rep.” and “w/o Short-term User
Rep.”, we can see the performance goes through significant
improvements, showing the indeed positive effects brought
by both long- and short-term user representations. Finally,
we compare our model with “RNN+Transformer” and the
better results show the benefit of proposing to use transformer as short-term user encoder.
Qualitative analysis Figure 5 shows some selected images and their captions in two parts. The left part, out of
the dotted box, compares the captions generated by different
methods. It is undeniable that image caption is a hard task
because the ground-truth captions from different users involve diverse perspectives, literal-preference, and even some
named entities. For example, the first image in the second
column contains a location entity “washington” in its caption. However, the generated captions by the selected models
are relevant to the images to some extent. More importantly,
the colored words captured by our model provide some details about the images and seem to be related to users’ recent
state or literal preference. In addition, the captions from our
model apparently have a richer vocabulary than other models, making the caption more descriptive. In the part of the
dotted box, we can find: (i) different query users indeed generate captions from different perspectives for the same images; and (ii) considering users’ recent captions benefit capturing more details might relevant to the images.

Table 4: Ablation study of MHTN on the two datasets.
Methods
MHTN
w/o Temporal Emb.
w/o Image
w/o Long-term User Rep.
w/o Short-term User Rep.
RNN+Transformer
Methods
MHTN
w/o Temporal Emb.
w/o Image
w/o Long-term User Rep.
w/o Short-term User Rep.
RNN+Transformer

(CDPIC) a panda in the shade
(ShowAttTell) a squirrel in
the garden
(Ours) red panda in san diego
zoo
(GT) stayans red panda

(EICP) sunset at the lake
(ShowTell) sunset at the
beach
(Ours) sunset at lake
washington
(GT) sunset at washington
park

BLEU1

BLEU2

0.093
0.089
0.078
0.078
0.080
0.089

0.036
0.034
0.028
0.028
0.030
0.032

BLEU1

BLEU2

0.145
0.138
0.130
0.126
0.118
0.141

0.091
0.085
0.082
0.070
0.072
0.081

Instagram
BLEU3 BLEU4
0.017
0.015
0.016
0.012
0.014
0.015

0.01
0.008
0.007
0.007
0.007
0.008

YFCC100M
BLEU3 BLEU4
0.066
0.060
0.060
0.050
0.052
0.058

0.053
0.046
0.048
0.038
0.040
0.046

CIDEr

METEOR

ROUGE-L

SPICE

0.125
0.119
0.087
0.097
0.107
0.117

0.042
0.039
0.036
0.034
0.036
0.038

0.089
0.084
0.079
0.080
0.082
0.088

0.025
0.022
0.016
0.022
0.022
0.025

CIDEr

METEOR

ROUGE-L

SPICE

0.408
0.361
0.350
0.297
0.332
0.364

0.063
0.060
0.053
0.050
0.051
0.058

0.133
0.126
0.118
0.119
0.113
0.130

0.059
0.055
0.045
0.049
0.051
0.058

(CDPIC) the path to the UNK (EICP) a budapest building in (EICP) a little tree
(ShowTell) the view from the Budapest
(Transformer) a little bit of a tree
top
(Transformer) the national (Ours) fallen trees at the park
(Ours) the view from the
museum of canada
(GT) at the edge of the campsite
bridge
(Ours) the church in budapest
(GT) on the moors above
(GT) a peculiar building with
homfirth
nice shapes in budapest

(EICP) blueberry pancakes
(EICP) breakfast of the day
with chocolate and chocolate
(Transformer) breakfast of
(Transformer) breakfast with
champions
(Ours) homemade french toast berries and fresh blueberries
(Ours) fresh blueberries and
with fruit and strawberry
greek yogurt
pancakes #breakfast
(GT) starting my weekend right (GT) blueberries greek yogurt
and bran buds great way to
with blueberry strawberry
pancakes #brunch #breakfast start the day
#food #nutritious #weekend

(CDPIC) the road to the
forest
(ShowAttTell) the trees
are the best
(Ours) a beautiful fall day
in #puremichigan
(GT) beautiful day for a
fall hike

(CDPIC) the view from the
top of the world
(ShowTell) the view from the
top of the hill
(Ours) the view from the top
of the hill
(GT) view of robben island
from on top of table
mountain

(EICP) sunset in the sun
(ShowAttTell) the sunset was a
beautiful sunset
(Ours) fiery sunset over the
ridge mountains
(GT) fiery sunset over the
silhouette of magnificent mt
taranaki

(U1)sunset through the
grass
(U2)sun through the
trees
(U3) sunset at the back
(U4) sunset with ducks

(U1)matsumoto castles and
in the background
(𝐔𝐔1)the palace of hoi an

(U1) i love peonies
(U2) the roses are blooming
(U3) flowers from my
garden
(U4) the most beautiful
flowers ever

(U1)look at that cute
little guinea pig is so
cute
(𝐔𝐔1) look at this little
guy

Figure 5: Examples from YFCC100M (top) and Instagram (bottom). For each image out of the dotted box, we present its grond
truth (GT) caption, accompanied by the ones generated by our model MHTN and some strong baselines. And for each image in
the dotted bos, we present captions by different query users, denoted by U1 for example. Ū1 corresponds to captions generated
without considering the user’s recent posts, in comparison with the full version of MHTN.
Effect of the number of recent posts Table 5 shows that,
as the number of posts increases, “w/o Time-emb.” gains
better performance in terms of CIDEr at first and then the
performance drops, implying the latest posts have larger
contributions on caption generation. By contrast, the results
of MHTN become better at first and remain stable. This is
because temporal embedding could help differentiate the recent posts from other older posts.

Conclusion
In this paper, we develop a novel multimodal hierarchical
transformer network to encode both long- and short-term
user literal-preference for personalized image caption. The
goal is achieved by the low-level user-dependent transformer
encoder to learn short-term user representations from users’
recent posts, and the high-level multimodal transformer encoder to integrate short-term user representations and long-

Table 5: Results of different number of recent posts.
Method
MHTN

w/o Temporal Emb.

Length
1
2
5
10
1
2
5
10

Instagram
0.120
0.120
0.125
0.126
0.117
0.119
0.113
0.110

YFCC100M
0.386
0.394
0.408
0.407
0.356
0.361
0.344
0.346

term user representations of user IDs, as well as image representations. We have conducted experiments on two publicly
available datasets, showing the superiority of our model and
validating the contributions of its main components.
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